
Clarification No. 02 

TENDER ENQUIRY # PROC-SERVICES/CB/DO-4817/2020 

HIRING OF CASING RUNNING SERVICES  

One of the Prospective bidders has made a query against the subject Tender Enquiry. The query along with OGDCL replies is 

given below for information of all the prospective bidders.   

 

S.N. CONTRACTOR’S CLARIFICATION   OGDCL Reply 

01 Please advise when equipment and crew standby charges will apply / 
start. 

Already mentioned in clause V GENERAL in OGDCL TOR that “Stand 
by rate will be applicable after arrival of equipment & crew 
members at OGDCL well site and will cease after release of 
equipment & personnel from the well site”.  

02 Please advise if Jam operators / engineer will be included in the 
mentioned 04 personnel or should be given separately. 

Already mentioned in clause II PERSONNEL that Maximum 04 Crew 
members consisting one supervisor and three operators are allowed 
at well site for any Casing job”. Therefore, any other essential crew 
will be included in the aforementioned personnel.  

03 Please confirm if Jam unit (for premium connections) charges will be in 
the package or should be given separately. 

Bidder be noted that all the charges will be in the package rate 
(Lump sum) operating cost/day. No separate charges for any 
equipment will be applicable.  

04 Please advise Casing cutter will be in package or should be given 
separately. 

Bidder be noted that all the charges will be in the package rate 
(Lump sum) operating cost/day. No separate charges for any 
equipment will be applicable. 

05 Please advise circulating head requirement. It will be in package or should 
be given separately. 

Bidder be noted that all the charges will be in the package rate 
(Lump sum) operating cost/day. No separate charges for any 
equipment will be applicable. 

06 Please advise Bails requirement. It will be in package or should be given 
separately. 

Bidder be noted that all the charges will be in the package rate 
(Lump sum) operating cost/day. No separate charges for any 
equipment will be applicable. 

07 Please advise Bucking Frame requirement. It will be in package or should 
be given separately. 

Bidder be noted that all the charges will be in the package rate 
(Lump sum) operating cost/day. No separate charges for any 
equipment will be applicable. 

08 Please advise Spider & Elevator will be in package or should be given 
separately. 

Bidder be noted that all the charges will be in the package rate 
(Lump sum) operating cost/day. No separate charges for any 
equipment will be applicable. 



S.N. CONTRACTOR’S CLARIFICATION   OGDCL Reply 

09 Depth to run each size of Casing is not defined. Please clarify. 
 

Hole Section  North Region (M) South/Centre (M) 

24-1/2” 0 to + 400 0 to +300 

20” 0 to +500 0 to +400 

18-5/8” 0 to +500 0 to +1400 

14”/ 13-3/8” 0 to +3000 0 to +2000 

9-7/8”/ 9-5/8” 0 to +4500 0 to +3000 

7” 0 to +5000 0 to +3500 

5” 0 to +6000 0 to +4000 

Note:- Sections TD is tentative and It may vary as per actual 
well plan and is different for different wells. 

10 As per point 2 of Scope of Work; Top Drive casing running services are 
required for North Region, South/Centre Region. Please confirm if OGDCL 
anticipates Top Drive services for ALL casing sizes, i.e. 20” thru 9-5/8”. 

Already mentioned in Rate format & Financial Evaluation Criteria of 
OGDCL TOR. 

11 As per point III of Clause 1, General; “Backup Tools will be included for 
each Casing Size at no additional cost/charges”. Please confirm that OGDCL 
expects backup Top Drive unit to be provided at location at no extra 
cost/charge. 

No rental charges are applicable for any back up tools including 
top drive for each Casing Size for all groups at no additional 
cost/charges as per OGDCL TOR. 
 

12 As per point III of Clause 1, General; Essential tools list is not provided for 
any size of casing package. Please clarify. 

Essential tools/items will be included in package rate (Lump 
sum) operating cost/day for each Casing size. No additional 
cost/charges will be payable to contractor as per OGDCL TOR. 

13 As per point III of Clause 2, Equipment; The requirement / quantities for 
Dope and thread locking compound is not mentioned for each size of 
casing. 

As per actual consumption during casing running job. 

14 As per point V of Clause 2, Equipment; Casing Cutter requirement along 
with Operator should be part of its job. However, the cost of operator is 
not covered in the tender document. Please Clarify. Also please clarify if 
Mobilization / Demobilization of casing cutter is required. 

The cost of cold casing cutting is included in the package rate. 
However, if the operator for cold casing cutter is required separately 
by OGDCL then the charges quoted by the bidder for casing crew 
and mob/demob for said casing size in rate format will be applicable. 

15 As per point VI of Clause 2, Equipment; The spider elevator and spider slip 
capacities are always in accordance with the depth of the casing to be run, 
in this case the depths for each casing sizes is not given hence it would be 
difficult to identify the capacity required. 

Please refer the OGDCL reply at S.No#01, tentative/expected depth 
of each casing is provided. 

16 As per Rate Format; In all sizes of casings, OGDCL has asked for 4 
personnel. Note that actual requirement could be up to 7 persons in case 
the casing is run more than 1,000 meters, with JAM units. As per QHSE 
standards the one shift is not more than 6 Hours for casing crew. 

OGDCL requirement of 04 no’s casing crew retains same, which is as 
per TOR. 

17 They need to understand the number of CRT required for running these 
sections, if in case of a mixed string due to the difference in wellhead 
allocations or other well design factors. 

Normally a mixed string is not used in OGDCL as yet, if in case of a mixed 
string due to any reason, charges of CRT equipment separately will be 
applicable.   

 


